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The onset of superconductivity in semi-infinite strips
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The existence of a superconducting branch bifurcating from the normal state is
proved in semi-infinite strips. It is proved that the critical magnetic field at which
bifurcation takes place, or the onset field, for a semi-infinite strip is greater than the
onset field for an infinite strip with the same width. In addition we find the loci of
the vortices far away from the corners and show convergence of the bifurcating
modes in long rectangles to those in the semi-infinite strip with the same width.
© 2000 American Institute of Physics.@S0022-2488~00!01112-9#

I. INTRODUCTION

If a superconducting body is placed in a sufficiently strong magnetic field, the body will re
to the normal state. This result, which is known from experiments,1 was recently proved for
bounded domains inR2 andR3.2 If the field is now decreased, there will be a point, depending
the sample’s geometry, at which the material would become superconducting once again.

Apart from infinite domains with no boundaries, the simplest case in which the bifurc
from the normal state to the superconducting one was calculated is the case of a half-plane3 Even
in this simple case the onset field is substantially larger than the onset field on the real4

Furthermore, it was found by Saint-James and de Gennes3 that superconductivity is concentrate
in this case near the boundary. This phenomenon, which appears in the presence of bou
has been termed, therefore, surface superconductivity. As surface superconductivity app
much higher magnetic fields than those at which superconductivity appears in the bulk
material, the bifurcation point is often called the onset of superconductivity. We shall refer t
magnetic field at which the bifurcation takes place as the onset field, and to the bifurcating
as the onset mode.

The significance of Saint-James and de Gennes’ solution3 extends far beyond the simple
one-dimensional example of a half-plane. It was proved, first for films,5 then for disks,6 and finally
for general two-dimensional domains with smooth boundaries,7,8 that as the domain’s scale tend
to infinity the onset field tends to de Gennes’ value. If the boundaries include wedges, the
will be larger than de Gennes’ value.9–11

Most of the above works obtain the onset field and the behavior of the superconducting
parameter near the boundaries. Very few works obtain, however, the structure of the vortice
inside the domain’s interior. Two exceptions are the works of Baumanet al.,6 who found the
solution inside a circular disk, and the works of Kulik12 and Boeck and Chapman,13 who found the
structure of vortices in an infinite strip.

In the present contribution we focus on semi-infinite strips and long rectangles. We lea
future research the numerical calculation of the onset field, which is expected to tend, in the
semi-strip limit, to the onset field for a rectangular wedge. Instead, we shall be interested
superconducting order parameter far away from the corners: its exponential rate of decay,
structure of the vortices. We also prove the existence of the onset field and onset mode
semi-infinite strip, and show that the onset field is greater for a semi-infinite strip than fo
infinite strip with the same width.

a!Electronic mail: almog@math.technion.ac.il
78890022-2488/2000/41(12)/7889/17/$17.00 © 2000 American Institute of Physics
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The Ginzburg–Landau energy functional may be represented in the following dimensio
form,14

E5E S 2ucu21
ucu4

2
1uHu21U1k “c2 iAcU2Ddxdy, ~1.1!

in which C is the ~complex! superconducting order parameter, such thatuCu varies from uCu
50 ~when the material is at a normal state! to uCu51 ~for the purely superconducting state!. The
magnetic vector potential is denoted byA ~the magnetic field is, then, given byH5“3A), and
k is the Ginzburg–Landau parameter which is a material property. Superconductors for
k,1/& are termed type I superconductors, and those for whichk.1/& have been termed typ
II. Note thatE is invariant to the gauge transformation

C→eikuc; A→A1“u. ~1.2!

We look for local minimizers ofE in the semi-infinite stripS5$(x,y)PR2u2 l<x< l ;0
<y%, in the the case where the applied magnetic field is constant and perpendicular to the
The Euler–Lagrange equations associated withE ~the steady state Ginzburg–Landau equatio!
are given by

S i

k
“1AD 2

C5C~12uCu2!, ~1.3a!

2“3~“3A!5
i

2k
~C*“C2C“C* !1uCu2A. ~1.3b!

The natural boundary conditions satisfied on]S for this problem are

S i

k
“1ADc•n̂50, ~1.4a!

H5hẑ. ~1.4b!

As the Ginzburg–Landau equations are gauge-invariant, we may choose the gauge~following
Refs. 15 and 16! A5(0,A(x,y),0). Thus,H5(0,0,H(x,y)) and H5]A/]x. We then linearize
~1.3! near the normal stateC[0, A5hx, to which end we assume the asymptotic expansion

C5e1/2c, ~1.5a!

A5hx1ea, ~1.5b!

h5h(0)1eh(1)1¯ , ~1.5c!

a5a(0)1ea(1)1¯ , ~1.5d!

c5c (0)1ec (1)1¯ . ~1.5e!

Applying the transformations

x15kx, y15ky, h15
h(0)

k
,

the linearized form of~1.3a! becomes@we omit the superscripts 1 and~0! in the following#
d 24 Jan 2001  to 128.139.197.31.  Redistribution subject to AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jmp/jmpcpyrts.html.
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2S ]2c

]x2 1
]2c

]y2 D12ihx
]c

]y
5c2h2x2c. ~1.6!

The boundary condition~1.4a! for the specific gauge we have chosen becomes, after lineariza

cx~6 l ,y!50, ~1.7a!

icy~x,0!1hxc~x,0!50. ~1.7b!

As some of the results we obtain in the next two sections are based on the linear bifur
analysis of the Ginzburg–Landau equations in the infinite strip@2 l ,l #3R, we briefly review
some of the results in Ref. 5. In this case the conditions which should be satisfied on the bo
of the film ~strip! are given by~1.7a!. Some of the solutions of~1.6! together with~1.7a! are
expressible in the form

c~x,y!5F~x!e2 ivy, ~1.8!

whereinF satisfies

F92@~hx2v!221#F50, ~1.9a!

F8~6 l !50. ~1.9b!

The general solution of~1.9a! is

F~x!5C1U~j!1C2U~2j!, ~1.10!

where

j~x,v!5A2

h
~hx2v!, ~1.11!

U(x)[U(a,x) is a parabolic cylinder function~or Whitaker’s function!, anda521/(2h).
Nontrivial solutions to~1.9! exist iff

U8~j~2 l ,v!!U8~2j~ l ,v!!2U8~j~ l ,v!!U8~2j~2 l ,v!!50 ~1.12!

for some real value ofv. Equation~1.12!, thus, implicitly defines a functionh5h( l ,v) ~cf. Ref.
5!. Furthermore, leth1D( l ) be the infimum of the set ofh values inR1 s.t. the normal solution
(c[0, H5h) is a local minimizer ofE. Then,

h1D~ l !5 sup
vPR

h~ l ,v!. ~1.13!

In the next section we derive the asymptotic behavior of solutions of~1.6! and ~1.7! for
y@1. We first prove the following result:

Theorem 1: Any solution of (1.6) and (1.7) for which h.h1D satisfies;e.0

lim
y→`

uc~x,y!ue(Iv02e)y50,

wherev0 is the root of (1.12) with the smallest positive imaginary part(Iv0.0).
Note that the roots of~1.12! depend on the value ofhS , the onset field of~1.6! and~1.7!. Once

hS is found, the exponential rate of decay ofc can be easily deduced from~1.12!.
In the second part of Sec. II we find, after making two mild assumptions on the roots of~1.12!,

the exact asymptotic form ofc for y@1. In Sec. III we prove compactness of the set of solutio
d 24 Jan 2001  to 128.139.197.31.  Redistribution subject to AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jmp/jmpcpyrts.html.
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of ~1.7! in the rectanglesRL5@2 l ,l #3@0,L# for L>L0.0. The compactness proof as well as t
proof of Theorem 1 assume the inequalityhS.h1D . In Sec. IV we prove this inequality by usin
a variational approach, concluding the proof of the following theorem.

Theorem 2: The onset field of (1.6) and (1.7) hS exists and is greater than the one
dimensional onset field h1D .

From the results in Sec. III we may then deduce the existence of at least one onset modS.
We conclude Sec. IV by proving that the onset field inRL , hL tends tohS asL→`. Under the

assumptions made in Sec. II on the roots of~1.12! we also show thathL is strictly greater thanhS .

II. ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOR OF SOLUTIONS

In the following we obtain the leading order behavior of solutions of~1.6! in the semi-infinite
strip S satisfying~1.7! on its boundary]S. To this end we first take the Fourier transform of~1.6!
in they direction, i.e., we multiply it by exp$2ivy% and integrate between 0 and̀. Integration by
parts then yields

2ĉ91@~hx2v!221#ĉ5 i ~hx2v!c~x,0!, ~2.1a!

ĉ8~6 l !50, ~2.1b!

where

ĉ~x,v!5E
0

`

e2 ivyc~x,y! dy. ~2.2!

The solution of~2.1a! can be written in the form

ĉ~x,v!5 i E
2 l

l

~hs2v!G~x,s,v!c~s,0! ds, ~2.3!

in which Green’s functionG is given by

G~x,s,v!

5m~h!

35
@U~h!U8~2j~ l !!1U~2h!U8~j~ l !!#@U8~2j~2 l !!U~j!1U8~j~2 l !!U~2j!#

U8~j~2 l !!U8~2j~ l !!2U8~j~ l !!U8~2j~2 l !!
,

x,s,

@U~h!U8~2j~2 l !!1U~2h!U8~j~2 l !!#@U8~2j~ l !!U~j!1U8~j~ l !!U~2j!#

U8~j~2 l !!U8~2j~ l !!2U8~j~ l !!U8~2j~2 l !!
,

x.s,

~2.4!

wherein

m~h!5
G~1/21a!

2Aph
, ~2.5!

j5j(x,v) is given by~1.11!, andh5j(s,v). We note that~2.3! is valid only whenG exists for
all v, i.e., when the denominator in~2.4! does not vanish. The largest value ofh at which the
denominator vanishes, or at which~1.12! is satisfied, for somev5v0 is exactly the onset field o
d 24 Jan 2001  to 128.139.197.31.  Redistribution subject to AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jmp/jmpcpyrts.html.
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the one-dimensional problem, orh1D . Thus, the analysis in the rest of this section is valid only
h values which are greater thanh1D . In Sec. IV we prove that the onset field for the semi-infin
strip S, hS , is indeed greater thanh1D .

In view of ~2.2! the inverse Fourier transform ofĉ is

1

2p
P.V.E

2`

`

eivyĉ~x,v!dv5H c~x,y!, y.0,

1
2 c~x,0!, y50,

0, y,0.

~2.6!

As stated earlier we seek an approximation ofc(x,y) for y@1. We obtain such an approxi
mation by using complex plane methods when evaluating the Fourier integral in~2.6!. Figure 1
displays the path, denoted in the following byC, along which the integration is carried in th
complex plane. We now calculate the integral

E eivyĉ~x,v! dv ~2.7!

along the various parts ofC. We note that that the Fourier transform ofc, ĉ(x,v), need not exist
for all Iv.0. Yet, its analytic continuation, defined by~2.3!, does exist inC, except perhaps for
a finite number of poles, where the denominator in~2.4! vanishes. For real values ofv, for which
~2.2! is valid, it can be shown via integration by parts that

ĉ~x,v!; i
c~x,0!

v
1OS 1

v2D . ~2.8!

It is easy to show that~2.8! remains valid onC1 andC2 as long asĉ(x,v) is analytic in the strip
0<Iv<b. Furthermore,~2.8! remains valid even ifĉ(x,v) possesses a finite number of poles
C. To prove it we just need to subtract the singular terms@which are of the formCk(v2vk)

2nk#.
The remainder would then be analytic inC, and one can substitute its inverse Fourier transfo
into ~2.2!, and obtain~2.8! once again via integration by parts.

By ~2.8!, the integrals along the segmentsC1 andC2 decay in the limitR→`. The integral
on the interval@2R,R# tends, by definition, to~2.6!. To estimate the integral alongCb we utilize
the asymptotic approximations~cf., for instance, Ref. 17!

U~a,z!5H e2z2/4z2a21/2F11
C1~z!

uzu2 G , 0< argz,
3p

4
,

A2p

G~1/21a!
ez2/4~2z!a21/2F11

C3~z!

uzu2 G , 3p

4
, argz<p,

~2.9a!

FIG. 1. The path of integration in the complex plane along which the integral~2.6! is evaluated.
d 24 Jan 2001  to 128.139.197.31.  Redistribution subject to AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jmp/jmpcpyrts.html.
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U8~a,z!5H 2
1

2
e2z2/4z2a11/2F11

C2~z!

uzu2 G , 0< argz,
3p

4
,

2
Ap

2G~1/21a!
ez2/4~2z!a21/2F11

C4~z!

uzu2 G , 3p

4
, argz<p,

~2.9b!

in which Ci(z) ( i 51,2) and their derivatives are bounded in any sector 0< argz,3p/42e for
positivee, and, similarly,Ci(z) ( i 53,4) are bounded in 3p/42e, argz<p. Similar expansions
are satisfied in the lower half-plane. For 3p/42e, argz,3p/42e we have

U~a,z!;Fe2z2/4z2a21/21
A2p

G~1/21a!
ez2/4~2z!a21/2G F11OS 1

uzu2D G , ~2.10a!

U8~a,z!;F2
1

2
e2z2/4z2a11/22

Ap

2G~1/21a!
ez2/4~2z!a21/2GF11OS 1

uzu2D G . ~2.10b!

From the above approximations it can easily be deduced that

G~x,s,R1 ib!;G~x,s,R!F11OS b

RD G , as R→`.

and hence, in view of~2.3!, that

ĉ~x,R1 ib!;ĉ~x,R!F11OS b

RD G , as R→`. ~2.11!

@Note that the above approximation can be obtained directly from~2.8! as well.# Consequently,

U EC b

eivyĉ~x,v! dvU,C~b!e2by. ~2.12!

We conclude that if~1.12! is not satisfied insideC, then

uc~x,y!u,C~b!e2by.

For sufficiently largeb, however,~1.12! is satisfied inside the contourC on a finite set of
points. We demonstrate this fact by calculating the phase change of the left-hand-side of~1.12!
along asymptotically large circles centered on the origin. Utilizing~2.9! and the identity

U~a,x!5
G~ 1

2 2a!

A2p
@e2 ip(a/211/4)U~2a,ix !1eip(a/211/4)U~2a,2 ix !#

we find

log $U8~j~2 l !!U8~2j~ l !!2U8~j~ l !!U8~2j~2 l !!%;H 2lv, u vu,p/2,

22lv, p/2,uargvu,p.
~2.13!

For p/22e,uargvu,p/21e the derivative of the left-hand-side is bounded asR→`, except
perhaps for a countable set of points where~1.12! is satisfied. Consequently,

IF E
uvu5R

d

dv
log $U8~j~2 l !!U8~2j~ l !!2U8~j~ l !!U8~2j~2 l !!%dvG5~8l 2Ce!R,
d 24 Jan 2001  to 128.139.197.31.  Redistribution subject to AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jmp/jmpcpyrts.html.
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whereC is independent ofR. As e can be set to be arbitrarily small, the phase change of
left-hand-side in~1.12! along the circlesuvu5R tends tò asR→`. Therefore, by the argumen
principle ~1.12! is satisfied countably many times inC

Suppose, then, that~1.12! is satisfied on the set$vk
656ak1 igk%k51

N (ak>0) inside the
contour. We note that if~1.12! is satisfied atv5a1 ig, it must be satisfied atv52a1 ig as
well, since the equation is invariant to the transformationv→2v* . Yet, a may be equal to zero
Such indeed is the situation in the one-dimensional case, for which it was proved5 that for
sufficiently smalll only symmetric solutions can exist@and thusv50 in ~1.8!#. We arrange the se
of zeros such thatgk11>gk . Then, since

c~x,y!;2p i (
k51

N

@Res$vk
1 ,ĉ~x,v!eivy%1Res$vk

2 ,ĉ~x,v!eivy%#1O~e2by!, ~2.14!

we have

c~x,y!;O~e2g0y!, ~2.15!

which proves Theorem 1.
Note that~2.14! does not guarantee that lim

y→`
ce(g01e)y5` as the relevant residues ma

vanish. To have the above asymptotic behavior we must have

E
2 l

l

~hx2v0
6!F0

6~x!c~x,0! dxÞ0, ~2.16!

whereF0
1 :@2 l ,l #→C is any solution of~1.9! with h5hS andv5v0

1 (F0
2 is just the same for

v5v0
2). As ~2.16! seems quite plausible, we shall assume it through the rest of this sectio

It is possible to obtain, however, not only the exponential rate of decay ofc asy→`, but also
the exact form of the leading order term in~2.14!. We assume, to this end, thatv0

6 are simple
poles ofĉ(x,v), and that no more than two poles for whichIv5g0 coexist, i.e.,

g0,g1 . ~2.17!

Utilizing ~1.12!, we obtain from~2.14!, ~2.3!, and~2.4!

c~x,y!;Ce2g0y$~Lv
0
1 f !g~x,v0

1!eia0y1~Lv
0
1 f̃ !ḡ~2x,v0

1!e2 ia0y%, ~2.18a!

wherein

g~x,v0
1!5U~j~x,v0

1!!U8~j~ l ,2v0
1!!1U~2j~x,v0

1!!U8~2j~ l ,2v0
1!!, ~2.18b!

Lv
0
1:C@2 l ,l #→C is the functional

Lv
0
1 f 5E

2 l

l

g~s,v0
1!~hs2v0

1! f ~s! ds, ~2.18c!

and

f̃ ~s!5 f̄ ~2s!, ~2.18d!

where f (s)5c(s,0). If ~2.17! is violated ~which we believe to be very unlikely!, it would be
necessary to introduce additional terms in~2.18a! reflecting the additional poles onIv5g0 . It is
d 24 Jan 2001  to 128.139.197.31.  Redistribution subject to AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jmp/jmpcpyrts.html.
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not difficult to show, using~2.9! and~2.10!, that the number of such poles is finite. If one of t
poles is not simple, the corresponding term would be different than~2.18a! but the exact term can
still be obtained. The latter case seems to be improbable as well.

Let c(x,y) be a solution of~1.6! and ~1.7!. Then

f~x,y!5~ac~x,y!1bc̄~2x,y!!, ~2.19!

whereuau5ubu, is a solution as well. Substituting~2.18! into ~2.19! it is not difficult to show that

f~x,y!;e2g0y$C1g~x,v0
1!eia0y1C2ḡ~2x,v0

1!e2 ia0y%, ~2.20!

whereuC1u5uC2u. In this case, if vortices exist, they must be located periodically along the
x50 with spacingp/a0 between them. To prove their existence it suffices to follow the varia
of argf around the boundary of the rectangle@2 l ,l #3@y,y1p/a0#, which is exactly 2p, for
sufficiently largey, by ~2.20!.

Except for the exponential rate of decay,~2.20! bears striking similarities to the classic
periodic solution in an infinite strip,12,13 i.e.,

c~x,y!5aF~x!e2 icy1bF~2x!eicy, ~2.21!

whereF satisfies~1.9!, andc is the positive root of~1.12! at h5h1D . In fact, ~2.18b! is a solution
of ~1.9! for v5v0

1 andh5hS . Kulik12 has demonstrated, by obtaining the solvability conditi
for the next order balance in the expansion~1.5!, that two different types of solutions of the form
~2.21! can exist. The first one, for whichuau5ubu is the symmetric state, and the other one
which eithera or b vanish, is known as the boundary state. Boeck and Chapman13 performed
weakly non-linear stability analysis of both the boundary and the symmetric states. For suffic
largek their results suggest that the symmetric state is the only stable solution.

In view of the above results it appears reasonable to believe that the symmetric solutio
semi-infinite strip would be stable at least in some finite domain in the (k,l ) plane. The equivalen
of the boundary state in an infinite strip13 can be obtained by picking

a5Lv
0
1 f , ~2.22a!

b52Lv
0
1 f̃ ~2.22b!

in ~2.19! to obtain

c;Ce2g0y@ uLv
0
1 f u22uLv

0
1 f̃ u2#g~x,v0

1!eia0y. ~2.23!

If uLv
0
1 f u5uLv

0
1 f̃ u, we havec̄(2x,y);Cc(x,y) asy→` whereuCu51, in which case only the

equivalent of the symmetric state in an infinite strip exists. Equation~2.18! suggests that the
number of independent nontrivial solutions of~1.6! and ~1.7! at h5hS is two. If, however,
uLv

0
1 f u5uLv

0
1 f̃ u, only the symmetric mode seems to exist. Further research is necessary

direction.

III. THE SOLUTION IN LONG RECTANGLES

In this section we prove the following result.
Lemma 1: LetcL(x,y,hL) denote any nontrivial solution of (1.6) in the rectangle RL

5@2 l ,l #3@0,L#, satisfying the boundary conditions

cx
L~6 l ,y!50, ~3.1a!
d 24 Jan 2001  to 128.139.197.31.  Redistribution subject to AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jmp/jmpcpyrts.html.
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icy
L~x,0!1hLxcL~x,0!5 icy

L~x,L !1hLxcL~x,L !50. ~3.1b!

Let fL(x)5cL(x,0) and let i f L(x)i`51. Let hL denote the maximal value of h for which no
trivial solutions to (1.6) together with (3.1) exist. Suppose that'L0 such that

L>L0⇒h1D,h̃<hL,h1 . ~3.2!

Then we have the following.
(a) The set$ f L(x)%L>L0

is compact in C@2 l ,l #.

(b) Let $ f LK
(x)%k50

` , where Lk↑`, be convergent in C@2 l ,l #. Then, cLk
——→

k→`
c pointwise in

S. Furthermore,c is a solution of (1.6) together with (1.7).

The assumed inequality~3.2! will be proved in Lemma 3 in the next section. The existence
the critical fieldshL and their corresponding modescL will be proved in the next section as wel
To prove Lemma 1 we need first the following auxiliary result.

Lemma 2: Denote byD the domain@2 l ,l #3@2 l ,l #3R/@2N,N#3@h0 ,h1#, where N.h1l .
Then, ;(x,s,v,h)PD we have

G~x,s,v,h!5
1

uvu @G1~x,s,v,h!e2uvuux2su1G2~x,s,v,h!e2uvu(2l 2x2s)

1G3~x,s,v,h!e2uvu(2l 1x1s)#, ~3.3a!

v@G~x,s,v,h!2G~x,s,v,h!#5
1

uvu @G4~x,s,v,h!e2uvuux2su1G5~x,s,v,h!e2uvu(2l 2x2s)

1G6~x,s,v,h!e2uvu(2l 1x1s)#, ~3.3b!

in which the Gi ’ s satisfy

sup
(x,s,v,h)PD

1< i<6

uGi~x,s,v,h!u<M , ~3.3c!

sup
(x,s,v,h)PD
1< i<6 ;xÞs

U ]Gi

]x
~x,s,v,h!U<M . ~3.3d!

Proof: Utilizing ~2.9! it is easy to show that in the limitv→`, for x,s and positivev,
G(x,s,v,h) satisfies~3.3a! with

G15uvu
1

2

~v2hs!a21/2

~v2hx!a11/2expH 1

2
h~s22x2!J F11

G̃1~x,s,v,h!

v2 G , ~3.4a!

G25uvu
1

2

~v2hl !2a

~v2hx!a11/2~v2hs!a11/2expH 1

2
h~2l 22s22x2!J F11

G̃2~x,s,v,h!

v2 G , ~3.4b!

G35uvu
1

2

~v1hl !2a

~v2hx!a11/2~v2hs!a11/2expH 1

2
h~2l 22s22x2!J F11

G̃3~x,s,v,h!

v2 G , ~3.4c!

where G̃i( i 51,2,3) and their derivatives with respect tox are bounded inD for x,s and v
>0. As

G~x,s,v,h!5G~s,x,v,h!5G~2x,2s,2v,h!, ~3.5!
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~3.3a! is proved. To prove~3.3b! we simply substitute~3.4! into its left-hand-side. h

We now prove part~a! of Lemma 1. Letx(L)5 2p/L. Upon multiplying~1.6! by e2 inxy we
integrate by parts to obtain, utilizing~3.1a!,

2ĉL91@~hx2nx!221#ĉL52 i ~hx2nx! f L~x!, ~3.6a!

ĉL8~6 l !50, ~3.6b!

where

ĉL~x,nx!5E
0

L

e2 inxycL~x,y! dy. ~3.7!

Note that~3.6a! is exactly~2.1a! with v replaced bynx andc(x,0) by f L(x). Hence,

ĉL~x,nx!52 i E
2 l

l

~hs2nx!G~x,s,nx! f L~s! ds, ~3.8!

and

2
1

2
@cL~x,0!1cL~x,L !#5

1

L
P.V. (

n52`

`

ĉL~x,nx!. ~3.9!

Similarly, multiplying ~1.6! by e2 i (n11/2)xy and integrating by parts we obtain

1

2
f L~x!5

1

L
P.V. (

n52`

`

c̃L~x,~n11/2!x!, ~3.10!

where

c̃L~x,~n11/2!x!5 i E
2 l

l

~hs2~n11/2!x!G~x,s,~n11/2!x!@c~s,0!1c~s,L !# ds. ~3.11!

We first show thaticL(x,0)1cL(x,L)i` is bounded asL→`. By ~2.3! we have~recall that
i f Li`51)

ucL~x,0!1cL~x,L !u<
2

L H (
n52[N/x]

[N/x] E
2 l

l

uG~x,s,nx!uds~hl1N!1 (
n5[N/x] 11

` E
2 l

l

@hluG~x,s,nx!

1G~x,s,2nx!u1nxuG~x,s,nx!2G~x,s,2nx!u# dsJ . ~3.12!

The first integral on the right-hand-side of~3.12! can be estimated using the uniform boundedn
of G(x,s,v,h) for uvu<N, i.e.,

E
2 l

l

uG~x,s,nx!u ds~hl1N!<C. ~3.13!

The second integral can be estimated using Lemma 2,
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E
2 l

l

@hluG~x,s,nx!1G~x,s,2nx!u1nxuG~x,s,nx!2G~x,s,2nx!u# ds

<
C

nx E
2 l

l

@e2nxux2su1e2nx(2l 2x2s)1e2nx(2l 1x1s)# ds<
C

n2x2 . ~3.14!

In the preceding and in the followingC does not necessarily represent the same constant.
however, always independent ofL. Combining~3.12!–~3.14! we obtain

ucL~x,0!1cL~x,L !u<
C

L H (
n52[N/x]

[N/x]

11 (
n5[N/x] 11

`
1

~nx!2J <C. ~3.15!

We now prove equicontinuity of the set$ f L%L>L0
. By ~3.10!, ~3.11!, and~3.15! we have

u f L~x!2 f L~z!u<
C

L H (
n52[N/x 21]

[N/x] E
2 l

l

uG~x,s,~n11/2!x!2G~z,s,~n11/2!x!uds~hl1N!

1 (
n5[N/x f ] 11

` E
2 l

l

@hl$uG~x,s,~n11/2!x!

2G~z,s,~n11/2!x!u1uG~x,s,2~n11/2!x!2G~z,s,2~n11/2!x!u%#

1~n11/2!xu@G~x,s,~n11/2!x!2G~x,s,2~n11/2!x!#

2@G~z,s,~n11/2!x!2G~z,s,2~n11/2!x!#u] dsJ . ~3.16!

The first sum on the right-hand-side is estimated using the uniform boundedness ofGx(x,s,v) for
uvu<N, i.e.,

E
2 l

l

uG~x,s!2G~z,s!u ds~hl1N!<Cux2zu, ~3.17!

@whereG(x,s)[G(x,s,(n11/2)x)]. The second integral is estimated using~3.3!. For instance,

E
2 l

l

hluG~x,s!2G~z,s!u ds<
C

~n11/2!x E
2 l

l

@ uG1~x,s!2G1~z,s!ue2(n11/2)xux2su

1uG2~x,s!2G2~z,s,~n11/2!x!ue2(n11/2)x(2l 2x2s)

1uG3~x,s!2G3~z,s!ue2(n11/2)x(2l 1x1s)# ds

1
C

~n11/2!x E
2 l

l

@ uG1~z,s!uue2(n11/2)xux2su2e2(n11/2)xuz2suu

1uG2~z,s!uue2(n11/2)x(2l 2x2s)2e2(n11/2)x(2l 2z2s)u

1uG3~z,s!uue2(n11/2)x(2l 1x1s)2e2(n11/2)x(2l 1z1s)u# ds. ~3.18!

Utilizing ~3.3c! and ~3.3d! we obtain
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E
2 l

l

hluG~x,s!2G~z,s!u ds<
C

~n11/2!x
ux2zu E

2 l

l

@e2(n11/2)xux2su1e2(n11/2)x(2l 2x2s)

1e2(n11/2)x(2l 1x1s)# ds1
C

~n11/2!x E
2 l

l

@ ue2(n11/2)xux2su

2e2(n11/2)xuz2suu1ue2(n11/2)x(2l 2x2s)2e2(n11/2)x(2l 2z2s)u

1ue2(n11/2)x(2l 1x1s)2e2(n11/2)x(2l 1z1s)u# ds. ~3.19!

The integrals on the right-hand-side can be calculated analytically. For instance,

E
2 l

l

ue2vux2su2e2vuz2suu ds5
1

v
@12e2vux2zu#@21e2v( l 2max(x,z))1e2v( l 1min(x,z))#

1
2

v
@12e2vux2zu/2#2<

C

v
@12e2vux2zu#.

Hence,

E
2 l

l

hluG~x,s!2G~z,s!uds<
C

~n11/2!2x2 ux2zu1
C~12e(n11/2)xux2zu!

~n11/2!2x2 . ~3.20!

All other integrals on the right-hand-side of~3.16! can be bounded in the same manner to obta
combining~3.16!, ~3.17!, and~3.20!,

u f L~x!2 f L~z!u<Cux2zu1
1

L (
n5[N/x] 11

`
C~12e(n11/2)xux2zu!1Cux2zu

~n11/2!2x2 . ~3.21!

For someL0.0,

(
n5[N/x] 11

`
12e2(n11/2)xux2zu

~n11/2!2x2 <CE
N

` 12e2vux2zu

v2 dv

5CF12e2Nux2zu

N
1ux2zu E

N

` e2vux2zu

v
dvG

<Cux2zu~11 logux2zu! ~3.22!

for all L.L0 . Consequently,

u f L~x!2 f L~z!u<Cux2zu~11 logux2zu!, ~3.23!

and, hence, the set$ f L%L>L0
is equicontinuous, and therefore compact.

We now prove part~b! of Lemma 1. By~3.7! we have for 0,y,L

cL~x,y!5
1

L (
n52`

`

ĉ~x,nx!einxy. ~3.24!

Applying the Poisson summation formula we obtain
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cL~x,y!5 (
n52`

`

fL~x,y2nL! ~3.25a!

in which

fL~x,y!5
1

2p
P.V.E

2`

`

eivyĉL~x,v! dv. ~3.25b!

Using the same complex plane techniques which were used to derive~2.15! it is easy to show that
as uyu→`

fL~x,y!;O~e2g0uyu!. ~3.26!

We note that in the limity→2` we have to use a different complex plane path which is
reflection of the path in Fig. 1 with respect to the horizontal axis.

Let Lk↑` as k→`, and let f Lk
be convergent. By~3.2! hLk

is compact, too, and hence w
shall assume it to be convergent~otherwise we choose the right subsequence!. Then,fLk

con-
verges pointwise in the semi-infinite stripS. Denote the limit byf. By ~3.25a! and ~3.26! cLk

→f pointwise. To complete the proof we need yet to show that the various derivatives ocLk

converge to the corresponding derivatives ofc. This can be done by using the Shauder estima
in Ref. 18.

As cLk
is a Cauchy sequence inC(V), whereV is any compact subset ofS, and since~1.6!

together with~1.7! fits into the rather general framework in Ref. 18, by theorem 9.3 therecLk
is

a Cauchy sequence inC2(V). Hence,cLk
→c in C2(V), which completes the proof of Lemma 1

In addition to the convergence ofcLk
to a solution of~1.6! together with~1.7! we have also

demonstrated convergence ofhLk
to one of the critical values ofh for which nontrivial solutions

to ~1.6! together with~1.7! exist. It is not clear, however, if the limit value is indeed the onset fi
hS . Furthermore, the results of Lemma 1 depend all on the boundedness of$hL%L<L0

assumed in
~3.2!. In the next section we prove~3.2! and discuss the possible limit values ofhL .

IV. VARIATIONAL INEQUALITIES

The results we have obtained in the previous sections were based on the assumption
onset fields for a semi-infinite striphS and for sufficiently long rectangleshL are greater thanh1D ,
the onset field for a slab, and are uniformly bounded from above. In the following we prov
existence of these bounds. The proof is based on the estimation of the infimum of the foll
sesquilinear form,

l~h,V!5 inf
cPH1(V,C)
iciL2(V)51

E
V

u~“2 ihxĵ !cu2 dxdy, ~4.1!

whereV may denote any domain inR2 whose boundary is inC2, except perhaps for a finite
number of points. Direct methods of the calculus of variation show that for compact domain
l(h,V) is achieved for some valuecPH1(V,C) ~cf., for instance, Ref. 19!. It is also easy to
show ~cf., for instance, Ref. 6! that, whenl(h,RL)51, there exists a solution of~1.6! together
with ~3.1!. By ~4.1!, l(h,RL) is the principal eigenvalue of the linear operator associated with
above sesquilinear form, i.e.,
d 24 Jan 2001  to 128.139.197.31.  Redistribution subject to AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jmp/jmpcpyrts.html.
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2S ]2c

]x2 1
]2c

]y2 D12ihx
]c

]y
1h2x2c.

Therefore, as the above operator is uniformly elliptic in the bounded rectangleRL , l(h,RL) is a
branch of a holomorphic function ofh, L, and l , and hence must be continuous in all the
variables~cf. section VIII-§ 6.5 in Ref. 20!.

The foregoing discussion founds the basis for the following proof of the inequality~3.2!.
Lemma 3:'L0 s.t. L>L0⇒h1D,h̃<hL,h1,`.
Proof: To prove the upper bound we first show thatl(h,RL)<l(h,R2L). Let c2L be the

minimizer of ~4.1! on R2L . Then,

l~h,R2L!5E
R2L

u~“2 ihxĵ !c2Lu2 dxdy

5E
0<y<L

u~“2 ihxĵ !c2Lu2 dxdy1E
L<y<2L

u~“2 ihxĵ !c2Lu2 dxdy

>l~h,RL!S E
0<y<L

uc2Lu2 dxdy1E
L<y<2L

uc2Lu2 dxdyD
5l~h,RL!. ~4.2!

We then apply the transformation

~x,y!→ 1

Ah
~x,y!

to obtain

l~h,RL!5hl~1,RL
Ah!, ~4.3!

whereRL
a denotes the rectangle@2a l ,a l #3@0,aL#. In a manner similar to that used to show~4.2!

we can easily show

l~1,RL
2!>l~1,RL!

and, hence,

l~1,RL
a!> inf

1<a8<2

l~1,RL
a8! ;a>1. ~4.4!

Combining~4.2!–~4.4!, we obtain

l~h,RL!>h inf
1<a<2

L0<L<2L0

l~1,RL
a! ;L>L0 . ~4.5!

As l(h,RL
a) is a continuous function of bothL anda, the infimum on the right-hand-side of~4.5!

is positive. Hence, if

h.F inf
1<a<2

L0<L<2L0

l~1,RL
a!G21,

l(h,RL) must be greater than 1 and, hence, no solution can exist to~1.6! together with~3.1!,
which proves the upper bound in~4.6!.
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To prove the lower bound we use~4.5! and the continuous dependence ofl on h. Thus, if we
find h̃ such thatl(h̃,RL)<1, thenhL>h̃. We then have to prove the existence ofh̃.h1D for
which l(h̃,RL)<1. Let

c5C~e,d!~ce1df!, ~4.6a!

where

ce5e2eyeicyf ~x! ~4.6b!

and

f52 ie( ic21)yf ~x!~hx2c!. ~4.6c!

In the abovef andc satisfy ~1.9! for h5h1D , i f iL2[ 2 l ,l ]51, d ande are small numbers, and

C252e@11d2eA#21 ~4.6d!

where

A5E
2 l

l

f 2~hx2c!2 dx.0, ~4.6e!

so thaticiL2[S]51.
Let h5h1D . Then, integration by parts yields

I ~h1D ,c,S!5E
S
u~“2 ih1Dxĵ !cu2 dxdy

5C2E
S
u~“2 ih1Dxĵ !ceu2 dxdy

12dC2RH ES
f* F2“

2ce12ih1Dx
]ce

]y
1h1D

2 x2ceG dxdy

1E
]S

f* ~“2 ih1Dxĵ !ce•n̂ dsJ 1d2C2E
S
u~“2 ih1Dxĵ !fu2 dxdy

5C2F 1

2e
2Ad1S 1

2
1

d

11e D e1Bd2G , ~4.7!

whereinB is independent ofe andd. Pickingd5e1/2 we obtain, sinceC2,2e,

I ~h1D ,c,S!<122Ae3/21B̃e2, ~4.8!

where B̃ is independent ofe. Note that the choice~4.6! takes advantage of the fact that th
one-dimensional solutionf (x)eicy does not satisfy the boundary condition ony50.

It is easy to show thatI (h1D ,c,RL)5I (h1D ,c,S)1O(e2eL) and thatI is continuous inh.
Hence for sufficiently largeL and for sufficiently small but positivee and h̃2h1D we have
l(h̃,RL)<I (h̃,c,RL)<1. Hence,hL ~and its corresponding modecL) exists and satisfies~3.2!.h

Note that to prove existence ofhL it is enough to usel(0,RL)50 together with the result o
Giorgi and Philips,2 l(h,V)>C(V)h for h>h0.0, which is valid for any bounded domain inR2

~as well as domains inR3). Lemma 3 is necessary in order to prove both the lower bounh̃
.h1D and to prove uniformity of the upper bound forL>L0 .
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In the previous section we proved that any converging sequence of onset fields$hLk
%k51

` for

the rectangles$RLk
%k51

` tends to a critical field for the semi-infinite stripS, provided thath1D

,h̃<hL for all L0,L. From Lemma 3 together with Lemma 1 it is then clear thathS , the onset
field for S, exists and is greater thanh1D . Theorem 2 is proved.

It is now easy to show thathLk
→hS . In a similar manner to~4.2! we write

l~h,S!5 (
n50

` E
nL<y<(n11)L

u~“2 ihxĵ !cSu2 dxdy.l~h,RL!. ~4.9!

Hence, ash.hL⇒l(h,RL).1, we havehS<hL , which proves that the critical field to which an
converging sequencehLk

tends must be the onset fieldhS . Therefore,hL ——→
L→`

hS .

It is not obvious, however, thathL is strictly greater thanhS . To prove the latter we need th
following result:

Lemma 4: Given the conjecture (2.17), ifv0
1 is a simple pole ofĉ(x,v), and if uLv

0
1 f u

ÞuLv
0
1 f̃ u, then'L0 s.t. L>L0⇒hL.hS .

Proof: In a similar fashion to the proof of the previous lemma we showl(hS ,RL),1. LetcS
denote a solution of~1.6! and~1.7! whoseL2 norm is unity, i.e.,icSiL2(S)51. Integration by parts
yields

I ~hS ,cS ,RL!5
*RL

u~“2 ihSxĵ !cu2 dxdy

icSiL2[RL]
512

*2 l
l ]ucSu2/]y uy5L dx

icSiL2[RL]
. ~4.10!

Let L@1, then pickinga andb as in ~2.23! we obtain

]ucSu2

]y
uy5L;2g0uCu2e22g0y,0. ~4.11!

Thus,l(hS ,RL)<I (hS ,cS ,RL),1 and the lemma is proved. h
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